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Leading independent member and 

research organisation, realising 

progressive economics for people and 

place

Our aim is to achieve social justice, 

good local economies and effective 

public services for everyone, 

everywhere. 

What CLES does



What i CLES?About CLES

Practice to policy, and policy to practice





Huge Inequality



Growth ain’t delivering



Wealth Inequalities





Local reaction against wealth extraction





The shift

The economy is not working 
in ways which support 
individual, families and 
communities. [….] there is a 
need to develop the 
connections between the 
economy, wealth creation 
and the people. In short, we 
need to reshape our 
economies for people.

CLES February 2017



A socially just economy?

Too little consideration of wealth:

• Who owns it?

• Who has power over it?

• Who benefits from it?

Create an  economy where wealth is 

broadly, not narrowly held.

Wealth with local roots and 

ownership.

LOCALISE. SOCIALISE. DEMOCRATISE



Local Wealth Building
B

A systems approach to place development built on local roots 
and plurality of ownership.  So we get reliable new outcomes.  
Including:

•Jobs and meaningful work

•Equity

•Social Inclusion

•Economic stability

•Environmental benefits

Which we achieve as a natural consequence of a functioning 
economy, not as an afterthought.



A new paradigm: welfare state past its 

prime?

Resilience and systems



How wealth flows?



A new paradigm: welfare state past its 

prime?

We have worked with dozens of Local Councils and major anchor institutions, 

• Manchester

• Preston

• Birmingham

• Oldham

• Calderdale

• Salford

• LB Islington

• Bury

• Kirklees

• Wakefield

• Wirral

• Barcelona 

• NHS

• 10 European Cities

Local Wealth Building



A new paradigm: welfare state past its 

prime?

Anchor Institutions



The local matters!

More value is 

being placed on 

local services, 

local products.  

Small local firms 

generate 58% 

more benefit for 

local economies 

than large local 

firms. 



A new paradigm: welfare state past its 

prime?

Anchor Institutions



A new paradigm: welfare state past its 

prime?

Extractive/ generative spectrum
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Procurement – Manchester City Council



Spend in Manchester

% spend on top 300 suppliers (spend on top 300 = £357m)



Supplier re-spend

Amount re-spent in Manchester

25p
43p

08/09 15/16



Impact beyond spend; 2015-16
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Preston 2012-

A 6 year journey…..





Systemic failure spreads to Preston with the 
abandonment of £700m Tithebarn project in 2011



Preston: Starting point
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of spend within 

the Lancashire 

economy

39% 

of spend within the 

Preston City Council 

boundary

5% 



What we have been doing since

• Influencing 

• senior anchor institution leaders and officers

• Changing the culture of procurement officers

• Developing cooperation across institutions and with commercial sector

• Developing

• a statement of intent

• a better understanding of ‘influenceable’ spend

• a better understanding of the market

• Identifying scope for new delivery models

• Showcasing

• Showcasing practice and shifting behaviour across Europe

• Looking at wider impact of spend

• Evaluating success of other wealth building initiatives



The change: Preston and Lancashire county
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£200M



Results!

4000 more people receiving the real minimum wage

In 2017 Preston improved its position from 143th to 130th in the 
social mobility index (out of 324 local authority areas).  

In 2015 Preston out of the bottom 20% of most deprived areas

Used public pension fund to invest in a hotel development
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Islington 2018 -



Islington

A borough at the frontline of growth, rentierism and wealth extraction. That 

sits alongside poverty, inequality and aggressive ‘juggernaut gentrification’.

Taking a municipalist stance against this

Advancing:

Fairness agenda

Council stronger procurement and social value

Building community wealth through local markets

Building affordable productive workspace to counteract rentierism and 

speculation

Local support to business and independents



Work in Europe

1. URBACT Procure Action Planning Network
• 11 cities involved
• Ran September 2015 to May 2018

2. URBACT Transfer Network – Making Spend Matter
• 7 cities involved
• Running April 2018 to December 2020 

(subject to phase
2 approval

3. EU Urban Agenda Partnership for Innovative and 
Responsible 

Public Procurement
• Pan Europe activity
• Running June 2016 to December 2019



• Objective 1 – to provide a deeper understanding of 

procurement and what can and cannot be achieved

• Objective 2 – to change procurement cultures

• Objective 3 – to maximise the benefit procurement brings to 

cities in economic, social and environmental terms

Procure - Our objectives



Who was involved in procure network

Rest of Europe
Italy – Bologna
Croatia – Koprivnica
Romania – Satu Mare
Hungary – Nagykálló
Netherlands – Almelo
Czechia – Prague District 9 

Spain
Albacete
Candelaria

Poland
Lublin
Koszalin

UK
Preston
Manchester
Oldham
Birmingham



A movement for Local wealth building grows

UK Labour set up Community Wealth Building Unit

Need for raft of new national policies and legislation required

CLES are setting up a wealth Building Centre of Excellence

CLES now working with Health Foundation to look at role of NHS institutions

(hospitals, Trusts etc.) as anchors

Ongoing talks with university sector

Part of Scottish Government ‘Programme for Government’

Welsh Government meetings and sessions.



Get in touch

0161 236 7036

NeilMcinroy@cles.org.uk

@CLESthinkdo

@NMcinroy

www.cles.org.uk

www.cles.org.uk/local-wealth-building/


